This Honors thesis is issued on a DVD.

[Click here to view it.]

This documentary made possible in part by Mitte Honors Program, with many thanks to:

- Jackie and Michael Gibler
- Lisa Nelson and Joselin Gibler
- Hayat Qurunful and Mark Galvan

**Carley Wolf** presents a **Hackmann-Wolf** production: *Music through the Blood Line*.

Directed and Narrated by Carley Wolf

Produced by Texas State University, Mitte Honors Program

- Jackie and Michael Gibler
- Lisa Nelson and Joselin Gibler

Edited by Peter Hackmann

Translated by:

- Hayat Qurunful
- Carley Wolf
- Peter Hackmann

**FEATURING**

- Mary Jane Ross
- Blas Gibler
- Nick and Kathy Gibler
- Margarita Gibler
- Joselin, Susie, and Michelle Gibler
- Javier Gibler
- Blas and Raquel Gibler
- Gordan Gibler
- Edward Gibler
- Danny Nelson
- Rolan Ramos
- Victoria Alvarez-Tostado
- Maria Josefinna Alvarez-Tostado
- Juan Pablo Alonso
- Diego Alvarez-Tostado
- Nora Alvarez-Tostado
- Genie Alvarez-Tostado
• Pilar Alvarez-Tostado Fernando
• Leticia Alvarez-Tostado-Alonso
• Marcela Alvarez-Tostado-Orozco
• Maria De Los Angeles Alvarez-Tostado
• Lili Mendoza-Alvarez-Tostado
• Alonso Mendoza-Alvarez-Tostado
• Arturo Mendoza-Alvarez-Tostado
• Carlos Orozco
• Alvarez-Tostado
• Ania Theiss-Alvarez-Tostado
• Arturo Peteres-Alvarez-Tostado
• Andrea Alvarez-Tostado
• Eduardo Alvarez-Tostado
• Raul Alfredo Alvarez-Tostado

MUSIC

• Cienfuegos
• "Tranquila"
• © El Matador Music
• Carley Wolf

TITLES Peter Hackmann
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  o Diann McCabe
  o Dr. Heather Galloway
  o Anthony Villanacci
  o Faith Gazic
  o Jet Whitt
  o Mark Ericson
  o Jimmy Gazic
  o Michael, Jackie
  o Zach and Ian Gibler

I truly enjoyed this project and offer my sincere thanks to all of the multi-talented members of this wonderful extended family

With love,
Carley
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